The class
You can find this class and all our other English classes on our Facebook page.

Language quiz
Now let’s practise what you learned in this lesson!

Complete the sentence by putting the following adjectives in the correct order.

Example: Manya stayed in a _______________________________ cabin over the summer.

   Finnish     brown      cute      little

Answer: Manya stayed in a cute little brown Finnish cabin over the summer.

1. The ________________________________ blanket kept me snug on winter nights.
   blue and white       old       thick

2. Antony lives in a _______________________________ house in the countryside.
   brick       large       new

3. The ________________________________ sofa cost more than Carla could afford.
   leather       comfortable       black

4. The smell of the ________________________________ coffee filled the room.
   Colombian       black       delicious

5. We enjoyed an ________________________________ dinner for two.
   candle-lit       old-fashioned       romantic

6. They had a __________ but _________ meal.
   small                  tasty

7. Marco purchased a ________________________________ t-shirt.
   cotton       new       fashionable

Well done! Now you can check your answers at the bottom of the next page.
Speaking and writing practice

Now it’s time to practise your writing and speaking! Make a sentence using multiple adjectives to describe the following, or try using them in a conversation with a friend.

Your favourite item of clothing
Your bed
Your favourite place
Your favourite drink
A meal you love

Example: I love the cool new black leather jacket I bought last year.

Answers to exercise on page 1

1. The thick old blue and white blanket kept me snug on winter nights.
2. Antony lives in a large new brick house in the countryside.
3. The comfortable black leather sofa cost more than Carla could afford
4. The smell of the delicious black Colombian coffee filled the room.
5. We enjoyed an old-fashioned romantic candle-lit dinner for two.
6. They had a small but tasty meal.
7. Marco purchased a fashionable new cotton t-shirt.